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ABSTRACT
As a way of thinking, metaphor is a highly 

effective means of understanding the less 

familiar domain by using an object or idea 

from another more familiar domain. The 

study of metaphor has expanded beyond 

linguistics into many other fields, such as 

interaction design, advertising, and film. 

In these areas, designers use familiar 

features to build connections between the 

source and target domains. When 

metaphors are visual, most of the features 

that build connections are in static 

dimensions, such as shape, color, 

perspective, direction. However, few 

studies have discussed the possibilities of 

metaphor building from the perspective of 

movement features instead. With the 

widespread use of motion effects in user 

interfaces, the need to discuss motion-

related metaphors is inevitable. This 

master's thesis is an attempt to address 

this need.


The study aimed to answer the below 

questions. First, how are metaphors used 

in user interface motions? Second, what 

roles do these metaphors play in the 

motion of user interfaces? Moreover, what 

should be noted when using metaphors? 

To figure out these questions, a literature 

review was conducted to understand the 

current research in visual metaphor and 

motion design. Besides, a qualitative data 

analysis was carried out, with 87 examples 

of motion design collected from three 

interaction domains (operating system, 

application, and website).


The literature review demonstrated a 

general view of visual metaphor constructs 

and classifications. Based on this, the 

study extended the definitions applicable 

to motion-related metaphors, thus 

providing a demarcation reference for 

more subsequent research in this area. In 

the data analysis part, an affinity diagram 

analysis of 35 examples of motion design 

that are related to metaphor was 

conducted. The results exemplify four 

possible roles that motion-related 

metaphors can play in interaction design 

and reveal some notes when using 

metaphors in the motion of interaction.


This study discovered that it is not 

uncommon to see designers use 

metaphors to motion effects in the 

interaction design field, either 

intentionally or unintentionally, and many 

of these metaphors play different practical 

roles in the user interface. However, very 

few of them have been studied 

systematically. This master's thesis hopes 

to draw the attention of researchers to the 

field of motion-related metaphor so that 

designers can actively bring metaphorical 

thinking into motion design. Furthermore, 

it is also essential for designers to 

understand the limitations of metaphors. 

Although metaphors are vital in the human 

thinking process, they are not panaceas. It 

is equally important to understand when 

not to use them or to use them more 

carefully.

KEYWORDS
user interface, metaphor, visual metaphor, 

motion design, motion-related metaphor, 

motion
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1.


INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1



1.1 PROJECT

BACKGROUND
1.1.1 WHAT THIS THESIS IS ABOUT

With the rapid development of digital 

media, the use of various motion effects in 

the user interface (UI) has become an 

obvious trend. However, some questions 

arise: are all these motion effects 

necessary? What are the principles that 

designers use to create these effects? At 

the same time, metaphor has proven to be 

an efficient way of thinking, helping people 

understand a new concept through 

existing experience. In the early days of 

interaction design, the pictorial metaphor 

had extraordinary significance for the 

design of static icons, such as the famous 

desktop metaphor and the "wordprocessor 

as typewriter" metaphor. Therefore, the 

central question of this thesis is whether 

the motion-related metaphor can bring 

new possibilities for motion design in user 

interfaces and how.

1.1.2 MOTIVATIONS

Nowadays, people are eager for a better 

user experience. Motion design as a 

satisfying way to make the content more 

presentable is one of the approaches to 

achieve that. Compared to traditional 

graphic design, it adds a dimension of 

time; it is expressive, seductive, and 

informative. We are faced with a new world 

where text-only content is no longer as 

appealing as it once was. According to 

2021 Design Trends on Behance, motion 

effects are an essential part of improving 

user experience in the interaction design 

area. Dan Boyarski (2018) argued that 

motion as an abstract language has the 

potential of being understood across 

cultures. In that case, the motion may 

point to a form of communication without 

boundaries. All these highlight the 

potential of motion design to facilitate 

visual communication. As a result, the 

need to use motions in user interfaces has 

increased significantly. However, the 

guidance for motion design is limited; 

some of the current guidelines emphasize 

how to design a stunning, attractive 

motion effect, with little research to 

explain why the motion is used from a 

functional perspective.


Another prominent area in this study is the 

visual metaphor. Similar to motion design, 

it is also a cross-disciplinary concept. 

Metaphor is one of the most important and 

oldest rhetorical figures. 


Rhetoric has developed as an essential 

discipline since the Ancient Greek period. 

Aristotle saw rhetoric as the art of 

persuasion in the field of language 

(Rhetoric II, 1457b) and defined metaphor 

as “giving the thing a name belonging to 

something else, the transference being on 

the grounds of analogy" (Coulson, 2006). 

Later, metaphor has been proven to be not 

only linguistic rhetoric but also a thinking 

process. Thus the concept of visual 

metaphor has become prevalent, often 

used in advertising and interaction design. 

However, most research on visual 

metaphor is still in the field of pictorial 

metaphor, and the function of motion-

related metaphor is rarely mentioned.
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This thesis researches the intersection of 

visual metaphor and motion design in a 

user interface context. Instead of focusing 

on designing a motion effect in the UI, this 

master’s thesis emphasizes why we need a 

motion effect in the UI and whether 

bringing the metaphor into the motion 

design process is a possible answer to this 

question. 

1.1.3 AIMS

In the theory field, this thesis will fill a gap 

in the study of motion-related metaphor. 

First and foremost, the demarcation of the 

motion-related metaphor concept will be 

defined by extending the structure and 

classification previously applied to 

linguistic metaphor or pictorial metaphor 

to motion-related metaphor. Besides, this 

thesis aims to study whether a motion can 

help to construct a metaphor and how. 

Furthermore, this study will suggest a 

metaphorical perspective for discussing 

the usage of motion in interaction design, 

which implies a shift from a formalistic 

imperative towards a functional 

imperative.


In the practice area, this thesis aims to 

provide designers with a metaphorical 

perspective to understand better the 

functionality of motion in the interaction 

design field. They thus will understand the 

scenarios and possible roles of metaphor 

in user interface motion. Moreover, 

designers will be aware of the concept of 

metaphor in their subsequent motion 

designs to understand when metaphor can 

be used and what type of metaphor should 

be used to achieve the desired design 

effect.

1.2 RESEARCH 
QUESTIONS

This thesis will focus on the user interface 

field, particularly the motion design in the 

user interface. Three research questions 

are as below:




(1)  How are metaphors used in user interface 

motions?




(2)  How does the metaphor function in UI 

motion design?




(3)  What should be noted when using the 

metaphor in UI motion design?
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2.


LITERATURE REVIEW

CHAPTER 2



The research on motion-related 

metaphors has the potential to improve 

the user experience when facing a user 

interface, as explained below. Firstly, 

according to Aristotle’s Rhetoric (4th 

century BC), people use an idea or object 

in place of another to suggest a similarity 

(Richards, Barker, Banerji, Lamont & 

Manji, 1994). For example, in the study of 

semiotics, metaphor can effectively 

communicate the most complex ideas in a 

simple, elegant manner (Tarpey, 2003). In 

other words, metaphor helps users quickly 

understand “the unfamiliar” without the 

boundaries of language and culture. 

Moreover, according to Lakoff and Johnson 

(1980), human thought processes are 

mostly metaphorical. However, people are 

usually unaware that they interpret their 

experiences in terms of conceptual 

metaphors (Reese & Bendito, 2003). That 

means users tend to engage a set of 

conceptual metaphors without being 

conscious when confronted with new 

issues. In that case, when designers ignore 

the theory and mechanics of conceptual 

metaphor, they may confuse users and 

sometimes even mislead them. Finally,  in 

the area of human-computer interaction, 

the pictorial metaphors have been well-

studied and proven worthwhile, but 

motion-related metaphors are still to be 

addressed. In that case, it is essential to 

take a look at the previous research on this 

field. Because the motion-related 

metaphor is a relatively new concept, only 

a few studies of this intersection field can 

be found. Therefore, the literature review 

will be developed in two parts: visual 

metaphor and motion design, and then 

look for the intersection.

2.1 Previous research 
on visual metaphor
2.1.1 from verbal metaphor to pictorial 

metaphor

Over an extended period, we have 

witnessed the expansion of the definition 

of metaphor from linguistics to 

iconography, or in other words, from 

verbal to visual. Since the ancient Greek 

period, the term “metaphor” has been a 

figure of speech. For instance, one 

understanding of metaphor is based on 

what is known as the Aristotelian 

"comparison view." Therefore, this view 

regards metaphor as a means of analogy 

and holds that similarity is the basis of the 

use and understanding of a metaphor 

(McGlone, 2003). Since then, the metaphor 

was deemed ornamental, appropriate for 

poetry. However, around the 19th century, 

scholars expanded this limited concept, 

and French philologist Breal (1899) held 

the opinion that metaphor was no mere 

ornament. Later, philosopher Max Black 

(1962) proposed a compelling alternative 

to replace Aristotle’s comparison view. He 

argued that “metaphor is a communicative 

phenomenon operating not at the level of 

mere word meaning, but the (ostensibly) 

deeper level of conceptual structure” 

(Black 1962, cited in McGlone, 2007). 
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Since then, many scholars have put 

forward new theories and models in this 

field. One of the most critical concepts is 

the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT), 

which is proposed by the linguist George 

Lakoff (1980) and his colleagues. In the 

book Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and 

Johnson (1980) argued that metaphor is 

not only a figure of speech but also a way of 

thinking. Thus, human thought processes 

are largely based on metaphors (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1980). At the same time, Roland 

Barthes’s Rhetoric of The Image (1964), 

Rudolf Arnheim’s Visual Thinking (1969), 

and John Berger's Ways of Seeing (1972) 

were published, which together 

established visual rhetoric theory. In 

Rhetoric of The Image, Barthes argues that 

in the past, images complemented texts, 

but now texts complement images. 

Furthermore, Rudolf Arnheim's 

exploration of visual form, visual grammar, 

visual structure, and visual philosophy and 

J. T. Mitchell's reference to the "pictorial 

turn ", all mark the gradual formation of a 

visual cultural context. Moreover, since 

metaphors are essential to the human 

thought process, in that case, metaphors 

can be used within many other fields in 

addition to linguistics, for example, static 

pictures, moving images, sounds, gestures, 

and many different sensory experiences 

(Forceville, 2008). 


Current research on visual metaphors is 

mainly in the field of still images. The 

human-computer interaction area, for 

example, makes great use of desktop 

metaphors (see Figure 2), 

which is a concept that unites what people 

do in real life with what they do on a 

computer and helps users to interact easily 

with computers. Another field where visual 

metaphors are popular is the advertising 

community. For example, in the poster 

made by NHA (National Health 

Organization), the bullets are lined up with 

a cigarette at equal distances from each 

other (see figure 3). Through similar 

shapes and a deliberate spatial 

arrangement, the poster designer 

established a metaphor of mapping from 

bullets to cigarettes, thus further 

reminding people of the more profound 

similarities between the two, such as the 

harmfulness (Schilperoord, Maes & 

Ferdinandusse, 2009).

Figure 2  The original 1984 Mac OS desktop


Source: “Desktop metaphor,” Wikipedia.
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Figure 3  A poster from NHA (National Health 

Organization)


Source: Perceptual and Conceptual Visual Rhetoric: 

The Case of Symmetric Object Alignment, 2009

2.1.2 metaphor in the user interface

As a branch of conceptual metaphor, the 

user interface is regarded as one of the 

most used techniques when creating 

usable user interfaces (Barr et al., 2004). 

The interface metaphor takes advantage of 

the fact that metaphors can help people 

understand new fields quickly. Its purpose 

is to give users an instant understanding of 

how to operate the interface. In the 

Metaphor in Visual Displays Designed to 

Guide Action, Cathy H. et al. (2009) 

categorized three types of iconic signs in 

UIs. The first one is called the image, 

including colors and photographs. The 

second one is called a diagram; a flow 

diagram of electric circuits is an example. 

The last one is the metaphor, for instance, 

the "wordprocessor as typewriter" 

metaphor, which allows the user to 

understand unfamiliar interface 

operations from a familiar activity in the 

physical world. 


While there are advocates for the use of 

metaphors in user interfaces, some 

researchers highlight its weakness. One 

big concern is the “user interference” that 

metaphors may cause ( see Figure 4). 

Jakob Nielsen argued that "metaphors are 

overused in web design; that their greatest 

weakness is they seem to entice designers 

to be overly clever and push the site in 

directions that seem fun & appropriate 

within the metaphor but leave real users 

goals behind" (Nielsen, 2000).

Figure 4 Microsoft Bob user interface, 1995; it is


discontinued in early 1996


Source: Wikipedia
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Another primary concern is the 

mismatching in the use of metaphors. 

Actually, according to The International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO), 

66% recognition is required for an 

acceptable standardized symbol, which 

indicates that not everyone will be able to 

recognize the symbols (Richardson, 2004). 

In 1995, Alan Cooper summarised three 

dominant paradigms in software user 

interfaces, technology paradigm, 

metaphor paradigm, and idiomatic 

paradigm. In his opinion, though the 

metaphor paradigm is a step forward from 

the technology one, it is constrained and 

sometimes unreliable. So he raised the 

idiomatic paradigm to make up 

metaphors’ weaknesses. This serves as a 

reminder for this study that research on 

the motion-related metaphor needs to be 

aware of the problems it may present. For 

it is also essential for designers to 

understand the restriction of metaphors 

and prevent abuse and overuse of 

metaphors. 

2.1.3 definitions of visual metaphor

Currently, there is no theory that precisely 

defines all types of metaphors, and 

probably there will never be one in the 

future (Gibbs, 1999, p.36). It is impossible 

to find a theory without any limitations. In 

that case, we have to look for multiple 

definitions to cross-validate the motion-

related metaphor in this study.


According to John Carroll (1988) and his 

colleagues, the research on metaphors can 

be divided into three streams, operational 

analysis, structural analysis, and 

pragmatic analysis. Helander (1988) 

pointed out that the structural approaches 

to metaphor address the relationship 

between metaphor source domains and 

target domains. Thus, it is able to give the 

visual metaphor a structural definition as 

well. According to Charles Forceville 

(2008), for any kind of metaphor, from 

verbal metaphors to visual metaphors, the 

following questions must be answered:  

What is its target domain? What is its 

source domain? What features can be 

mapped from source to target? (Forceville, 

1996, adapted from Black's 1979 

interaction theory). 


Since the human way of thinking relies 

heavily on metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson, 

1980), when people interpret something as 

a metaphor, it always makes sense that this 

something was meant to be a metaphor 

(Forceville, 2008). However, such a vague 

definition may pose a risk to subsequent 

studies. Moreover, because of the 
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difference between the language and the 

static picture, the visual metaphor's target 

and source need to be defined on other 

grounds. Therefore, many other scholars 

have also contributed to the discussion of 

the demarcation of metaphor. For example, 

Whittock (1990) proposed the concept of 

"marked metaphors," and Forceville (2008) 

named it "explicitly signaled metaphors." 

Correspondingly, Forceville (2008) also put 

forward "implicitly signaled metaphors." 

The former concept emphasizes that the 

metaphors should be self-evident to the 

most audience. The latter emphasizes that 

the interpretation of such metaphors 

depends on the audience and is influenced 

by subjective factors, including cultural 

context, educational background, etc. This 

thesis tends to research the explicitly 

signaled metaphors in particular. More 

specifically, with regard to the definition of 

metaphor in the user interface, Cathy H. et 

al. discussed that it should “consists of an 

icon that is both a sign of something and, 

also, represents something else because of 

a parallelism between the two things being 

represented”( p. 217).


In this study, because it involves a 

relatively new concept: motion-related 

metaphor. It is critical to make a 

demarcation on what is a motion-based 

metaphor and what is not. This 

demarcation should be defined based on 

the general rules for anything to be a 

metaphor and the previous definition of 

pictorial metaphor and multimedia 

metaphor collected in this section.

2.2 Previous research 
on motion design

2.2.1 definition of motion design

Motion design engages the disciplines of 

graphic design, animation, cinema, 

journalism, music, computer science, and 

mixology (Stone & Wahlin, 2018). 


The definition of motion design has been 

refined over time. One of the earliest core 

ideas came from the book Film and TV 

Graphics: an International Survey (1967), 

in which Herdeg Walter and John Halas 

defined motion graphic design as the 

combination of two broader disciplines: 

film and graphic design. In their opinion,  

graphic design and film art was making 

significant contributions to this visual 

revolution. A similar point came from 

Halas and Manvell's book Art in Movement 

(1970); they pointed out that motion art 

provided a transparent bridge between 

graphic art and film. Woolman defines 

motion graphic design in Motion Design as 

a fusion of many other disciplines. 

Furthermore, in a similar vein, In Ràfols 

and Colomer's book Audiovisual Design 

(2003), they argued that audiovisual design 

is a form of instrumental communication. 

It is a young and interdisciplinary 

discipline that has followed film growth, 

followed television development, and 

continues to fulfil its potential in the 

computer age.
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2.2.2 expressivity and usability of motion 

According to Google’s Material motion 

guidelines, motion can significantly add 

expressivity as well as establish usability. 

To be more specific, motion can orient 

users by showing how elements in a 

transition are related, can help express a 

brand's personality and style, provide 

timely feedback, indicate the status of user 

or system actions, and help users 

understand how to perform actions. One of 

the best-known findings in its expressivity 

analysis is ‘Twelve Principles of 

Animation.' Disney animators Ollie 

Johnston and Frank Tomas. Their book 

The Illusion of Life: Disney Animation 

(1981) introduced squash and stretch, 

anticipation, staging, straight ahead action 

and pose to pose, Follow through and 

overlapping action, slow in and slow out, 

arcs, secondary action, timing, 

exaggeration, solid drawing, and appeal, 

altogether twelve principles of animation 

design. Another way to improve the 

expressivity in motion is being inspired by 

what's out in the world and learning from 

real movement or real property. Guy 

Wolstenholme and Jon Hewitt, creative 

directors of Moving Brands, stated that 

“having actual moving references show 

dynamics and gravity in the way things 

behave. These are invaluable when it 

comes to applying certain properties to 

objects or to brands. " (R. Brian Stone & 

Leah Wahlin, 2018). 


Motion design also shows its usability 

potential in interaction design. While 

expressivity is often stressed during the 

brand-building and story-telling process, 

usability is usually emphasized when 

designers try to use motion to indicate 

users how to perform actions or provide 

users with timely feedback. In Issara 

Willenskome’s opinion, the 12 basic 

principles of animation raised by Disney 

can not apply to UI animation “because 

they are solving for a different problem” 

(Willenskome, 2016). Thus he raised ‘The 

12 Principles of UX in Motion’ (2017), 

which includes easing, offset & delay, 

parenting, transformation, value change, 

masking, overlay, cloning, obscuration, 

parallax, dimensionality, and dolly & 

zoom. As Andre Murnieks claimed, 

"Animated visual feedback and dynamic, 

interactive visualization of data are 

obvious areas in which motion provides 

clarity and context to complex 

information." (R. Brian Stone & Leah 

Wahlin, 2018), the potential of motion in 

interaction design is still an area of 

research worth exploring.




With the development of pictorial 

metaphor studies， research on motion-

based rhetoric has also emerged in recent 

years. In a broader sense, rhetoric can be 

“a communication theory describing rules 

and techniques for effective 

communication with different media, for 

example, speech, image, film, or design 

product” (Joost & Scheuermann, 2006). 

Moreover, as Dan Boyarski (2018) argued, 

2.2.3 rhetorical figures and motion 

design
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motion is an abstract language with the 

potential for cross-cultural understanding. 

Therefore motion design may point to a 

form of communication that has no 

boundaries. Like Hanno Ehses’s words, 

shaping the appearance of any visual 

object involves rhetoric, and motion design 

is no exception (Ehses & Lupton, 1996). In 

The Theory and Practice of Motion Design 

(2018), Brian Stone and Leah Wahlin 

discussed Metaphor, Metonymy, 

Hyperbole, Yoke Zeugma, Antithesis, and 

Anaphora, Rhyme, Assonance, and 

Alliteration, Chiasmus, and Catachresis 

within the context of motion design one by 

one. Furthermore, the metaphor “is now 

seen as one of the foundations of all 

language” (Steen, 2006). Although 

researchers have begun to focus on the use 

of rhetorical figures in the motion field, the 

relevant theories are still incomplete. As 

the most representative rhetorical figure, 

the study of metaphor in motion design is 

very promising.





2.3 Research 
Conclusion

In recent years, the researches on motion 

design and visual metaphor are not 

uncommon to see. However, there is very 

few have discussed the motion-related 

metaphor. And because of the lack of 

literature on the intersection of these two 

research areas, the literature review 

provides an in-depth study to learn about 

visual metaphor and motion design 

respectively and understand the 

extensions of each other separately.


In the section on visual metaphor, I first  

had a look at the development of the 

extension from verbal metaphor to 

pictorial metaphor. Besides, some famous 

metaphor theories have been reviewed, for 

instance, the Conceptual Metaphor Theory 

(CMT). Moreover, the definition of visual 

metaphor and the different classifications 

of metaphor developed by researchers in 

different studies were discussed. In the 

section on motion design, firstly, I learned 

about the definition of motion design. 

Secondly, I realized that current research 

focuses on the expressivity of motion 

design. One of the best-known findings is 

‘Twelve Principles of Animation,' 

introduced by Disney animators. Thirdly, 

the usability of motion has gained 

importance in the field of interaction 

design. 


By conducting the literature review, a 

suitable way will be found to define what is 

a motion-related metaphor in 4.3.1 

Demarcation. Metaphor is a difficult 

concept to be defined, but in research we 

often need to restrict the concept so as to 

make the results more rigorous and 

relevant. Most of the current definitions of 

metaphor are in the broad context of visual 

metaphor, and there are also definitions 

for metaphors in the interaction domain. 

However, there is a lack of criteria for 

defining motion-related metaphors. 

Therefore, the definition of a motion-

related metaphor will be a critical step.


The theoretical background learned from 

this step will organize a possible 

demarcation way of motion-related 

metaphor applicable to this study, which 

facilitated the following data analysis of 

metaphorical motion examples.
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3. METHODS

CHAPTER 3



3.1 Methodologies

The paradigm for the research was a 

constructivist one. This master’s thesis 

aimed to research the intersection of 

visual metaphor and motion design, a 

visually-oriented field. In contrast to the 

positivist paradigm, we can find neither a 

universal truth to answer the visual 

problem nor a measurable standard to test 

the hypothesis. Thus, this thesis will adopt 

qualitative methods to explore and 

examine the current usage of motion-

related metaphors in the user interface to 

address the research question. 


This study began with a literature review at 

the intersection of visual metaphor and 

motion design, revealing a lack of 

research. Secondly, the data collection was 

conducted through a combination of 

desktop research and observation. Thirdly, 

data analysis was carried out through an 

affinity diagram. 


This study aimed to achieve the following 

objectives:



(1) Collect and categorize different 

metaphorical motion cases.



(2) Understand the different roles of 

metaphors in the user interface motion 

design.

3.2 Research methods

3.2.1 Desktop research

To achieve the first research objective, 

collecting and categorizing different 

metaphorical motion cases, the desktop 

research method was conducted, which 

provided an overview of the possible 

motion cases in the user interface. 


During this stage, firstly, I had a look at 

current guidelines of motion in the UI, 

including Google Material Design, Adobe 

Spectrum system, Apple Developer and so 

on. I realized that the current focus of UI 

motion design is still on form rather than 

function. In other words, current studies 

focus more on how to design motion rather 

than why so. I thus decided to collect the 

motion cases used in user interfaces 

manually. 


Secondly, a case collection plan to frame 

the range of search for motion cases was 

made. Through desktop research, I 

targeted my research on three sections, 

operating system, application, and 

website, which ensured the diversity of the 

data, not only from the desktop user 

interface (operating system, website) but 

also the mobile user interface (operating 

system, application). 


Thirdly, I researched further into the 

operating system and identified four 

mainstream operating systems: iOS 14 

(Apple), macOS Big Sur (Apple), Windows 

10 (Microsoft), and HarmonyOS (Huawei).
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In this phase, desktop research collected 

secondary information to provide a 

research framework for the subsequent 

observations.



To achieve the first research objective, 

which is to collect and categorize different 

metaphorical motion cases, I also adopted 

the observation method. 


First, within the framework established by 

the desktop research, I identified three 

major user interfaces modules that needed 

to be observed. They are operating 

systems, mobile applications, and 

computer websites. I have used and 

observed those interaction designs for one 

month and recorded the usage data in 

folders and spreadsheets. This stage aimed 

to collect as many motion cases from 

different user interfaces as possible. 

However, at this stage, I did not record 

every motion I saw in the user interfaces. 

Instead, I only collected intentionally 

designed motions, not including most 

position, rotation, and transparency 

animation, unless designers intentionally 

designed them (Figure 5 & 6). 

3.2.2 Observation

Second, based on the demarcation of 

motion-related metaphor, I summarized 

and extended from the literature review 

stage and screened the motion cases 

related to metaphor. 


Third, I adopted the general classification 

of metaphor learned from the literature 

review. In that case, the motion-related 

metaphors were classified further as 

structural, orientational, and ontological.


Through observation, I collected a 

sufficient sample of motion cases and 

finished the preliminary screening and 

classification. These preparations 

provided a sizable analytical base for 

further research later on. The observation 

is a critical step in this study, and therefore 

this step will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4.

Figure 6   loading motion in Instagram 
which is not included in the recording.

Source: screen capture from Instagram.

Figure5  Intentionally designed loading motion in 
Small Universe which is included in the recording.

Source: screen capture from Small Universe.
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3.2.3 Affinity diagram

To achieve the second research objective, 

which is to understand the different roles 

of metaphors in the user interface motion 

design, I made an affinity diagram in Miro 

(an online whiteboard tool). Although the 

data collected after desktop research and 

observation has been initially classified, 

the data is still in chaos at this point. 

Therefore, in order to figure out how those 

metaphors function in user interface 

motions, group consensus is necessary.


Firstly, I recorded the metaphorical motion 

cases compiled during the data collection 

phase in sticky notes on the Miro 

whiteboard. Each sticky note contains 

three parts of the metaphor: source 

domain, target domain, and features that 

build the connection. Secondly, I looked at 

examples that seem to be related 

somehow, then organized them together to 

get several groups on different topics. 

Thirdly, I tried defining categories, 

creating titles for each group, and 

checking if some groups could be merged 

into one supergroup.


This step outlined the different roles that 

metaphor may play in the user interface 

motion through affinity diagrams. It is the 

crucial step in the study, and therefore this 

step will be discussed in detail in     

Chapter 4.

Figure 7 All of the sticky notes.


Source: screen capture from Miro board

Figure 8 Affinity Diagram.


Source: screen capture from Miro board
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3.3 Validity and 
Limitations

The subject of this thesis is the 

intersection of motion design and visual 

metaphor. As we agreed in the literature 

review stage, metaphor is more than a 

rhetorical device. Because it plays a vital 

role in the way people think, according to 

Gibbs (1999), so far there is no single 

theory that can explain all types of 

metaphors, and there may not be one in 

the future. However, in this thesis, to 

ensure the validity and reliability of the 

study, the risk that motion-related 

metaphor becomes an ambiguous concept 

should be avoided. Otherwise, the situation 

that any motion can be interpreted as a 

metaphor will lead to the loss of meaning 

in the later studies. To avoid this, a great 

deal of effort was put into the literature 

review stage. I searched for the most 

famous and widely accepted metaphor 

theories, such as Lakoff and Johnson’s 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory, and 

Forceville Charles' theoretical contribution 

to the pictorial metaphor. These well-

known theories provided the subsequent 

demarcation a solid theoretical 

foundation. In addition, the data collection 

process also guaranteed a rich diversity of 

sources of motion cases and an adequate 

sample size. Moreover, with the affinity 

diagram, the credibility of analysis results 

was also ensured in the data analysis 

stage.

Metaphor is a challenging research topic, 

for it is difficult to give an absolute answer 

to what a metaphor is. The study of 

motion-related metaphors is not a task 

that designers can do alone but requires 

the concerted efforts of more 

interdisciplinary researchers. This thesis 

aims to provide a preliminary 

understanding from the perspective of 

design, especially interaction design. 

Hopefully, in the future, more disciplines 

will be involved in the discussion of this 

topic so that a theoretical basis for the 

study of motion-related metaphors, and 

even multimodal metaphors, can be 

established from partial to whole.
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4. CASE COLLECTION 


AND ANALYSIS

CHAPTER 4



This chapter explores metaphors in 

communicative interactions through an 

extensive collection of motion examples in 

user interfaces. It is the focus chapter of 

this master’s thesis and consists of five 

main parts.


Firstly, a plan for case collection and 

analysis is presented in the preliminary 

preparation part. This section reveals the 

research questions and the study 

objectives and provides the recording form 

to be used in the collection phase. 

Therefore, it shows the direction for the 

next steps.


The second section provides a general 

presentation of the motion case collection, 

which provides a sample basis for the 

preliminary analysis and categorization 

that follows. 


The third section standardizes the critical 

conceptual definition criteria to be used in 

the analysis phase so that the subsequent 

study is under the same criteria. In 

addition, this section also shows the 

process of definition and categorization 

and presents several representative cases 

from the three UI categories. 


The affinity diagram part summarizes the 

different functions of metaphors in 

interface motions through affinity 

diagrams in the Miro board. 


Last but not least, this chapter concludes 

with a discussion of the findings, results, 

and conclusions from the case collection 

and analysis phase.

4.1 Preparation

 4.1.1 data collection plan

Since the study of motion-related 

metaphors is an innovative research field, 

only a few previous experiences to follow. 

Compared with the more abstract concept 

of metaphor, the motion in interaction 

design is more familiar to design 

researchers. Therefore, this study takes 

the motion part as the starting point to 

research metaphor in the context of UI 

motion.  In other words, the concept of 

metaphor is not considered in the early 

stage, and as many cases of interface 

motions as possible are collected. The 

concept of metaphor is introduced in the 

middle and later study stages to filter and 

categorize the collection.


Because motion effects are enormous in 

number and variety in interaction design, 

it is necessary to draw up a case collection 

schedule in the early stage of the study. In 

this research, the schedule consists of five 

parts: working title, research questions, 

study objectives, range of search, and 

contents of the record.


The working title of this study is to explore 

the potential of metaphor in user interface 

motions. Three research questions and 

three more detailed objectives were also 

listed in the schedule. Meanwhile, it is vital 

to define the scope of the search. I learned 

about the three most known graphic user 

interface (GUI) areas: operating system, 

mobile application, and website through 

the desktop research. At this stage, I also 

marked some details of the collection 

process in the plan, such as the need to 

collect at least 30 cases from at least six 
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different mobile applications in order to 

ensure the number and diversity of the 

sample. Finally, the last question in the 

plan that needs to be sorted out is what 

kind of data should be recorded in the 

process of observation. To record the 

information of a motion example as 

detailed as possible, I will not only do some 

textual recordings but also take a 

screenshot of the motion effect. In the 

textual recording part, first, numbering the 

different motion examples was necessary 

to facilitate the case analysis session 

afterward. Secondly, I need to record the 

name of the motion. At the same time, it is 

essential to indicate the session in which 

the user operation generated the motion. 

And then, recording a specific description 

of the motion effect is also a must. Lastly, if 

anything needs to be added, it can be 

recorded in the comments column. As for 

the graphics record section, since most of 

them are motion graphics, I will save the 

corresponding coded dynamic graphics 

files in .gif or .mp4 format in separate 

folders to facilitate later research for cross-

referencing. It should be noted that only 

those effects that have been purposely 

designed need to be recorded during the 

recording phase, which means that most 

rotation, scaling, and displacement 

animations will not be captured unless 

they are meant to be designed so.

 4.1.2 data analysis plan

In the last subsection, I created a data 

collection schedule through desktop 

research. This subsection focuses on 

developing a plan for data analysis by 

integrating the content of the previous 

literature review.


There are three steps of the data analysis 

phase. The first step is to conduct a 

qualitative study of the collected motion 

cases, analyzing motion cases one by one 

whether it contains a metaphor. Thus, I can 

answer the first research question: How 

can metaphor be used in the motion of 

user interface. The second step is to carry 

out the affinity diagram and answer the 

second research question, which is how 

metaphor functions in the motion of the 

user interface. The third step is to review 

the entire case study, write down the 

findings and results, and answer the third 

research question, what should be noted 

when using metaphor.


More information will be explained in 

detail in a separate section of this chapter.

Figure 9   Spreadsheet  for 
information recording.

Source: screen capture from 
spreadsheet.
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4.2 Motion Case 

Collection
To collect motion examples in the 

operating system, I first conducted 

desktop research and learned about five 

major types of operating systems, namely 

desktop operating systems, mobile 

operating systems, embedded operating 

systems, network operating systems, and 

real-time operating systems. Among them, 

desktop operating systems and mobile 

operating systems are the most mature 

user interface design. I have selected some 

of the most famous operating systems to 

use and observe for a week, including iOS 

14 (Apple), macOS Big Sur (Apple), 

Windows 10 (Microsoft), and HarmonyOS 

(Huawei).


First, I focused on the current mainstream 

iOS 14 as the research object and collected 

eleven motion examples. For instance, the 

unlock motion when users unlock the 

screen, the line animation when users 

conduct the mobile payment with Face ID, 

and Siri’s active listening motion. In 

addition, in the observation of macOS Big 

Sur, I collected another eleven cases, 

including icon bouncing motion when 

users open an app in the Dock and the 

extension disappearance animation when 

users remove an extension from the 

toolbar. At the same time, there is a 

collection of six cases of motion in the 

Windows 10 operating interface, including 

the color blinking animation when the 

computer program receives a message or 

notification. Regarding HarmonyOS, which 

was just released in June 2021 for use in 

Huawei smartphones, tablets, and 

smartwatches, I have collected five typical 

motion cases: loading motion, 

downloading motion, matching motion, 

and deleting and lead-in page motion.


To collect motion cases from mobile 

application interfaces, eight applications 

from different fields were first identified. 

These applications are famous for their 

interface design and have a large user 

base, including the social networking 

application Instagram, the reading 

application WeChat Read, the news 

application Flipboard, and the rental 

application Airbnb. In addition, some more 

novel and niche applications were also 

searched for, such as Small Universe, a 

podcast software, Facebook Viewpoints, a 

new market research app, and so on. 

Figure 10   Motion case collection (macOS Big Sur) in the spreadsheet.

*complete spreadsheet in appendix B



A total of 40 motion cases were collected 

during this phase. One example is a set of 

motion components that the Gunner (an 

animation & illustration studio) designed 

for the Google Home app (Figure 11), 

including displaying the Wifi connection 

status and the motion when looking for the 

device. Another example is from 

Instagram, where I recorded several 

motion effects that users often encounter 

in operation, such as loading a story, liking 

a post, canceling sending a voice message. 

Undoubtedly, users encounter many more 

motions in practice, such as switching 

animations between pages and loading 

animations. However, as I stated in 4.1.1 

data collection plan, if these motions are 

not intentionally designed, they will not be 

recorded.


In addition, I also collected 13 motion 

examples from the websites of two design 

studios and one sound studio. These 

consisted of the different motion effects 

presented in user interfaces, including the 

motion when the user clicks the mouse, 

hovers the cursor over a specific field, and 

switches the page.


The collected information was recorded in 

a spreadsheet prepared in advance, and 

the related motion graphics were saved in 

a corresponding folder in the form of gifs 

or videos.

Figure 11   

 a modular visual system designed for Google Home app

source: https://www.gunner.work

Figure 12  

A table that lists all 
the sources from 
where I gathered 
exmaples.

2. applications

3. websites

 operating 
systems

iOS 14 (Apple)

HarmonyOS (Huawei)

macOS Big Sur (Apple)1.1


1.2


1.3


1.4


2.1


2.2


2.3


2.4


2.5


2.6


2.7


2.8


3.1


3.2


3.3

11


11


6


5


4


6


8


2


3


3


10


4


4


5


4

Windows 10 (Microsoft)

sources quantity

Google Home

Instagram

Airbnb

Dropbox

Flipboard

Wechat Read

Small Universe

Facebook Viewpoints

illo.tv
waaark.com

lashopstudios.com
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4.3 Motion Case 
Categorization

 4.3.1 demarcation

In this section, the critical point is to 

develop a set of judgment criteria to 

determine whether each motion case 

contains a metaphor or not. 


First and foremost, according to Forceville 

(2008), for anything to be a metaphor, no 

matter it is a verbal metaphor or a visual 

metaphor，it must contain three parts: the 

source domain, the target domain, and 

features that can be mapped from source 

to target. Besides, Cathy H. et al. (2009) 

defined metaphor from a user interface 

perspective in the article Metaphor in 

Visual Displays Designed to Guide Action. 

In their opinion, a metaphor “consists of 

an icon that is both a sign of something 

and, also, represents something else 

because of a parallelism between the two 

things being represented” (P.217). Besides, 

some examples of the pictorial metaphor 

in UI are also given, for instance, the 

"wordprocessor as typewriter" metaphor. 

Understanding these fundamental theories 

and practical examples of pictorial 

metaphors can help us to understand 

motion-related metaphors better.


Due to the rapid development in HCI, the 

definitions given by previous researchers 

have limitations in this study. However, 

they still provide the most valuable insight 

that if we consider a motion effect to be 

metaphorical, we must be able to name its 

source domain, target domain, and 

features that build the connection, which 

is the initial step in our demarcation.


In addition, as mentioned in the literature 

review, the Conceptual Metaphor Theory 

(CMT) proposed by Lakoff & Johnson 

(1980) triggered a cognitive revolution in 

metaphor research. As the earliest and 

most prestigious theory related to 

metaphor, CMT proposes that metaphor is 

not only a linguistic phenomenon but also 

a thinking process. According to Lakoff 

and Johnson, conceptual metaphors can 

be classified into three categories: 

Orientational Metaphor, Ontological 

Metaphor, and Structural Metaphor. 

"Orientational metaphors are metaphors 

in which concepts are spatially associated 

with each other. For instance, because of 

the "happy as up" orientational metaphor, 

there is the expression "I am feeling up." In 

the ontological metaphor, human 

characteristics are assigned to nonhuman 

entities. In that case, we can perceive 

personification as a form of ontological 

metaphor. For example, expressions such 

as ”Life has cheated me”, and "The 

computer went dead on me”. As for the 

structural metaphor, it refers to the 

construction of one concept by the 

structure of another concept and is the 

most complex and common type of 

metaphor among these three. 

Consequently, as a branch of the 

conceptual metaphor, the motion-related 

metaphor studied in this thesis should also 

satisfy this set of classification criteria, 

which is the second step in our 

demarcation.


Finally, to ensure that the metaphor we 

find from the motion case is related to 
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motion, the concept of standard 

visualization is introduced in the chapter. 

As we know, the motion graphics in the 

user interface have to be visualized before 

they can be animated. There are two stages 

from an operation concept to a motion. 

First, it is the visualization phase, where 

the operation is visualized to a visual 

element, an icon for example. Then, it is 

the dynamization phase, where the still 

image is animated to a motion  (Figure 13).


Therefore, to study a motion-related 

metaphor, we need to prove that the 

metaphor is related to the motion, instead 

of that the metaphor is only related to the 

visualization phase. Here is an example, 

for people who are used to looking at 

physical objects such as paper books, 

screen brightness is a brand new concept 

that comes with interaction design. To help 

those people understand the meaning of 

screen brightness operation, designers 

needed to select a metaphor to describe 

this concept very carefully. As a result, a 

sunlight graphic appeared, this widely 

accepted visualization I call standard 

visualization. 

 4.1.1 data collection plan

Back to a time when motion design was not 

commonplace in user interfaces, the 

desire to present abstract computer 

operations on a user interface meant that 

abstract operations must be visualized. 

However, these visualizations are not 

necessarily metaphorical.

Figure 13


Figure 14  Using the sun metaphor to 
represent screen brightness is a kind of 
standard visualization.

Source: screen capture from Google 
Image Search page.

an operation concept

e.g. screen brightness

a visual element

e.g. a sun-like icon

with pictorial metaphor

-metaphorical visulization



without pictorial metaphor

-non- metaphorical visulization

a motion effect

e.g. a sun-like icon

pictorial 

metaphor

visualization phase dynamization phase
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In other words, some of standard 

visualizations in UIs are metaphorical; for 

instance, screen brightness could be 

depicted with a sunlight graphic. Others 

are non-metaphorical, the visualization of 

loading is an example. However, non-

metaphorical standard visualizations can 

also be transformed into metaphorical 

ones by the designer's deliberate design. 

Therefore, the following two cases as 

motion-related metaphors in user 

interfaces can be considered:


(a)Motions that	enhance the original 

metaphor.


(b) Motions that directly participate in the 

construction of the metaphor.


e.g., In the example of sunlight-screen 

brightness, the length of the sun rays is 

used to express the change of brightness of 

the screen (Figure 16).


e.g., The motion system in HarmonyOS is 

an example. Designers bring the celestial 

movements to show the loading operation 

(Figure 17).

Figure 15 

Some kinds of standard 
visualization of loading.

Source: screen capture from 
Google Image Search page.

Figure 16  Motion enhances the  metaphor of 
"describing the brightness of the screen as the sun's 
rays ".

Source: screen capture from the iPhone 12 interface

Figure 17 Motion directly participate the 
construction of the "loading motion as the celestial 
movement" metaphor.

Source: HarmonyOS wechat account
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Based on these theoretical foundations: 

Forcevill’s three-part definition, the CMT, 

and the standard visualization 

classification, we can build a method to 

identify whether the user interface motion 

contains metaphor or not. First, we need to 

check whether the three components can 

be found in the motion (source domain, 

target domain, and features that can be 

mapped from source to target). And then, 

whether the metaphors involved in the 

motion can be classified as one of the three 

conceptual metaphors proposed by Lakoff 

and Johnson. Finally, we need to 

determine whether the metaphor found in 

this motion case relates to its 

dynamization phase.


Through these three steps, we finally make 

a demarcation of this new concept. In 

other words, if a case can satisfy these 

three conditions in the case analysis stage, 

we consider that the case contains a 

motion-related metaphor.

 4.3.12 motion metaphors in operating 

system UIs

Figure 18  A table of all eleven examples collected from iOS14.

*This is rganized from spreadsheet, the numbering system is consistent with the spreadsheet)


*A stands for structural metaphor, B stands for orientational metaphor,  C stands for ontological metpahor;

*a stands for a motion that enhances the original metaphor, 


b stands for a motion directly participate in the construction of a metaphor.

In this section, the motion cases collected 

from the user interface are analyzed from 

the perspective of metaphor.


     iOS 14 (Apple)


Of the 11 motion examples collected from 

the iOS 14 user interface, five motions 

contain metaphor(Figure 18). There are 

two examples where motion effects 

enhance the previous metaphor, including 

the unlock motion. When the user enters 

the correct code, the screen is unlocked; 

non-
metaphorical 
cases collected 
in iOS 14

metaphorical 
cases collected 
in iOS 14

user operationnumb motion expression source domain classification

1.1.1


1.1.6


1.1.7



1.1.9


1.1.10


1.1.2


1.1.3


1.1.4


1.1.5


1.1.8


1.1.11

a


a


b



b


b

unlock the screen 	unlock a physical lock A

A

B

B

A & B

edit a widget

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

card flipping a physical card

timer for countdown The yellow circle progress bar 
gradually shortens 

in a counterclockwise direction

a clock in reality, 
(clockwise means 
time passes)

increase the volume upward

upward;   longer sun rays mean 
more brightness

increase the  screen brightness

up (up means increase)

up (up means increase)

sun

edit home screen screen icon jittering

Siri active animation

mobile payment with Face ID smile-face line animation

install new app in app store square bounce

set a wake up alarm

connecting to Airpods

drag to change the alarm time

3D rotation animation of earphones and case
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otherwise, the lock vibrates. In this 

example, there is a standard visualization 

which is the lock graphic. In addition to 

still graphic, the unlocking motion also 

simulates how an actual lock is opened in 

the physical world. This metaphor uses the 

act of opening a physical lock in the real 

world to suggest the operation of getting 

access to an online interface.













In three other examples, motions directly 

compose the metaphor, for instance, the 

timer for the countdown in iOS14. When 

the user turns on the countdown function 

of iOS14, the yellow circle progress bar 

gradually shortens in a counterclockwise 

direction (Figure 20). This example 

belongs to the orientational metaphor in 

the classification of conceptual metaphors. 

Just like a clock in the real world, 

clockwise means time passes, 

counterclockwise means countdown.

  macOS Big Sur (Apple)


When analyzing the motions in MacOS Big 

Sur, five motion cases containing 

metaphors were found (Figure 21). Two of 

them are based on the standard 

visualization of the desktop metaphor and 

use motion effects to enhance the 

metaphor. An example of this is when the 

user creates a new folder with a selection 

on the desktop. There will be a motion 

effect of files being organized into folders, 

just like physical documents are collected 

into a physical folder in the real world. 

Another example is when the user uses 

Mission Control, and all open windows 

slide out of the way as if someone was 

swiping physical papers out of the way on a 

real desk. There are also some examples of 

metaphors built directly from motions. In 

the Safari extension removing motion of 

macOS (Figure 22), when the user removes 

an extension from the tools bar in

Figure 19 iOS14 unlock motion.

Source: Google Image Search.

Figure 20  iOS14 
countdown function.

Source: screen 
capture from iPhone.
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Safari, the extension will turn into a mass 

of smoke and disappear. This motion 

simulates the situation that someone is 

clearing the table, and large clouds of dust 

disappear into the air. Besides, among all 

five motion-related metaphors, an 

ontological metaphor was found. In the 

Dock of MacOS, if the user receives a 

message and notification, the icon in the 

Dock will bounce, which is just like a man 

jumping up to get someone's attention. 

Users can also choose to turn off this 

motion effect in the settings.


  Windows 10 (Microsoft)


Compared with the icon bouncing motion 

in macOS, Windows 10 uses a different 

metaphor to remind users to receive 

notifications. When the app in the taskbar 

receives a message or notification, the 

app's background color in the taskbar 

changes to orange and blinks (Figure 23) ; 

in this way, the signal light flashing motion 

is selected as the source domain. So the 

user understands that there is important 

information here. This kind of motion-

related metaphor can be categorized as a 

structural metaphor, it transfers one basic 

domain of experience, which is the “signal 

light flashing to get attention” experience, 

to another basic domain, which is the 

“app’s background color blinking to 

suggest notification” experience.

user operationnumb

1.2.2


1.2.3


1.2.6



1.2.7


1.2.10


1.1.2


1.1.3


1.1.4


1.1.5


1.1.8


1.1.11

remove an extension from the 
tools bar

the extension will turn into a mass 
of smoke and disappear.

upwardUse message effects in Messages

create a new folder with 
selection on the desktop

using Mission Control to 
reveal the Desktop

recieve notification from 
an app in the Dock

duplicates a TextEdit document

minimize a window

drag an item to the Dock

connecting to Airpods

Figure 21 A table of all eleven examples collected from macOS Big Sur.

*This is rganized from spreadsheet, the numbering system is consistent with the spreadsheet)


*A stands for structural metaphor, B stands for orientational metaphor,  C stands for ontological metpahor;

*a stands for a motion that enhances the original metaphor, 


b stands for a motion directly participate in the construction of a metaphor.

metaphorical 
cases collected 
in macOS Big 
Sur

non-
metaphorical 
cases collected 
in macOS Big 
Sur

motion expression source domain classification

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

B                b

/

clean up the physical 
desktop

up (up means sent)

A                b

A               a

A               a

C                b

Siri

opening animation of airpods

operate with notification center

same as iOS

same as iOS

documents are loaded into folders

windows slide out

icon bounces

the copy springs forth from the original

moves fluidly from the  screen to the Dock

other items move aside

organize

physical documents

organize 

physical desk

A man jumping up to 

 get someone's attention
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Figure 22  Four key frames from the 
remove extension motion in macOS.

Source: macOS, Reddit.

Figure 23  The blinking motion when the app in 
taskbar receiving a message in Windows 10.

Source: screen capture from Windows 10.

  HarmonyOS (Huawei)


As for the HarmonyOS, all five cases 

collected from the last stage contain 

metaphors. This operating system 

provides a very typical structural 

metaphor for analysis. Searching for 

information, I found that the motion 

designer intentionally brought the 

metaphor of celestial movements into 

HarmonyOS’s motion design. For instance, 

the loading motion takes planetary 

orbiting movement as the source domain 

of the metaphor. As it is mentioned in 4.3.1 

Demarcation, one of the traditional ways to 

present loading is a spinning motion, 

which is a non-metaphorical metaphor. In 

this case, it also has a spinning loading 

motion, but it resembles the orbital 

movement of the planets in the universe 

(Figure 24).


Another example is the multi-device 

paring motion. Because the operation of 

pairing different devices is similar to 

planetary capture movement, so the 

paring motion simulates the star capture 

movement: a planet captures another 

planet through a gravitational field (Figure 

25). In addition, some other motions in 

HarmoyOS also relate to celestial 

movements. For example, the downloading 

process looks like the solar eclipse; with 

the completion of the download task, the 

sun slowly reveals itself (Figure 26). 

Besides, the app deleting motion looks like 

the black hole destruction. This metaphor 

depicted the operation of deleting an 

application as the movement that  a 

cosmic black hole absorbing energy and 

destroying matter (Figure 27).
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Figure 24  The spinning loading motion simulates the planetary orbiting movement.

Source: HarmonyOS, 2021. Copyright by Huawei. https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/gI6IZrCDRbHIhxqVioKZeQ

Figure 25  The device pairing motion simulates the celestial movement.

Source: same as figure 24

Figure 26  The downloading motion simulates the solar eclipse movement.

Source: same as figure 24.

Figure 27  The app deleting motion simulates the black hole destruction movement. When the app is deleted, 
the surrounding apps will also be affected by the "black hole" to produce a subtle motion effect.

Source: same as figure 24.
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 4.3.3 motion metaphors in application 

and website UIs

In addition to the different types of 

operating systems, twenty more motion-

related metaphors were found in various 

applications and websites.


In Instagram, if the user cancels sending a 

voice message, a small icon will appear to 

indicate the user to drag the voice message 

to the rubbish bin icon and release it, then 

the message will turn into a mass of smoke 

and disappear (Figure 28). During this 

operation, the standard visualization of the 

trash can icon appears. The motion 

enhances the metaphor in two 

dimensions: the process of throwing trash 

and the feedback after throwing the trash. 

In this case, the motion designer uses the 

act of throwing trash in the real world to 

suggest the operation of abandoning a 

voice message in the online world.

Another motion-related metaphor case 

comes from Flipboard. When the user 

scrolls down to check the following news 

on the home page, there will be an 

unexpected motion. Instead of the usual 

panning motion, it has the 3D flipping 

motion effect, just like flipping the board 

in the real world (Figure 29). Another case 

is the loading motion; users will see a logo 

flipping effect when the page is loaded. All 

in all, flip becomes the primary motion 

language in its design system.


As for Google Home, Gunner (an animation 

& illustration studio) designed a set of 

motion components for this application. It 

is not uncommon to see some metaphors 

contained in its user interface motions. For 

example, in the tutorial page, designers 

refer to the motion that two blocks 

successfully put together to indicate the 

user “plug in your device" (Figure 30).

Figure 28  Four key frames of the canceling sending 
a voice message motion effect in Instagram.

Source: screen capture from Instagram.

1/4 2/4

3/4
4/4
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In the collection of motion examples from 

websites, metaphor is also common. The 

La Shop studio is a sound production 

studio. Therefore, their official website has 

some metaphors related to sound and 

music. For example, there are five lines on

the home page, and when the user moves 

the mouse on the page, those lines will 

follow the deformation of the mouse, just 

like the string of a stringed instrument 

being plucked. 

Figure 29  

The flipping motion 
effect on the home page.

Source: screen capture 
from Flipboard.

Figure 30  The 
pluging in the device 
motion used in 
Google Home 
simulates the motion 
that two blocks put 
together .

Source: screen 
capture from 
Flipboard.

Figure 31  The plucking the string effect.

Source: screen capture from La Shop studio’s official website. http://lashopstudios.com/

1/2 2/2
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4.3 Affinity Diagram

During the preliminary analysis of the 

motion cases, a list of metaphor-related 

motion effects was developed. At the same 

time, they were classified into three 

categories: structural metaphor, 

orientational metaphor, and ontological 

metaphor, according to the classification of 

conceptual metaphors proposed by Lakoff 

and Johnson. Besides, I also classified the 

motions according to their role in the 

metaphor, as those that help enhance the 

original metaphor and those that directly 

participate in the construction of the 

metaphor. The spreadsheet made through 

4.2 Motion Case Collection and 4.3 Motion 

Case Categorization shows us what the 

motion-related metaphor is and where it 

appears in the user interface. Next, we 

further analyze their role in interaction 

design with the help of the affinity 

diagram.

This method was carried out on the Miro 

board. First, instead of just writing out the 

name of the motion effect, I wrote down 

the source domain and target domain on 

every sticky note. The reason is that, in 

order to solve the second research 

question: how does the metaphor function 

in UI motion design, we need to focus on 

the influence of metaphors when 

considering what role motion-related 

metaphor plays in the user interface. In 

contrast, some similarities that are 

entirely built by motions should not be 

considered in the analysis. Next, I added 

tags to each note, distinguishing which 

type of metaphor they are, and whether, in 

this case, the motion effect enhances the 

metaphor (tagged as a) or constitutes it 

(tagged as b).   


Then, the metaphors in these sticky notes 

were divided into six groups according to 

their different kinds of possible functions. 

Some of these groups could be merged into 

supergroups. Finally, by conducting the 

affinity diagram, I summarized four major 

roles that metaphors may play in the UI 

motions.

Figure 32  Sticky notes from the affinity diagram. A sticky 
note on lock screen motion in iOS14 (left). A sticky note on 
loading motion in HarmonyOS (right).

Source: screen captures from Miro board
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  Metaphors as hints that suggest user 

how to operate


According to the affinity diagram analysis, 

among the 38 motion-related metaphors 

collected, six cases enable users to use 

real-world experiences to guide actions in 

the virtual world through the use of 

metaphor. For example, the Instagram 

motion (Figure 28) uses throwing trash as 

the source of the motion domain, thus 

helping users, especially first-time users, 

understand how to cancel sending a voice 

message. In addition, there are two cases 

that use everyday experiences of people in 

the real world to get their attention, such 

as the message alert motion in Windows 

10, which uses the physical world common 

sense of a blinking light to get people's 

attention. In turn, these two groups can be 

merged into a supergroup. Under this 

category, we can find the potential of 

metaphors as hints that can guide users, 

especially those unfamiliar with the 

interface, through the process, thus 

reducing their learning costs.

4.3 Results and Findings

Figure 33  A table shows the different roles a metaphor may 
play in UIs according to the  results of Affinity diagram.

target domain

-

source domain

Metaphors as 
hints that 


suggest user 
how to operate

roles

quantity of 
cases 6 2 11 15 4

typical 
examples

Metaphors give 

feedback on 

operation status

Metaphors enhance 

the brand 

expression

Metaphors 

form the 

idiom 

paradigm

use real-world 
experiences to guide 
actions in the virtual 
world through the 
use of metaphor

use everyday 
experiences of 
people in the real 
world to get their 
attention

1.1.1

open  the screen


-

physical lock

2.1.3

cancel sending a 

voice message

-


   throwing away 
rubbish

2.7.9

plug in the device


-

two blocks put 

together

1.3.5

apps receive 
message or 
notification


-

  signal light 

flashing

1.2.10

icon bounces


-

A man jumping 
up to try and get 

someone's 
attention

1.2.2

remove an 

extension from 
Safari’s tools bar


-

  clean up the 

physical desktop

1.4.4

deleting


-

celestial movements


(black hole 
destruction)

2.4.2

check the next 

news in home page

-


  flip the board in 
the real world

1.2.3

message effects 

successfully 
sent


-(sent is up)-

  up

1.1.7

countdown in 

timer

-


turn 
counterclockw

ise
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  Metaphors give feedback on operation 

status


In the affinity diagram, the other 11 cases 

were grouped together according to the 

different roles metaphors may play. This 

group summarizes the function of 

metaphor as providing feedback to the 

user on the status of the operation. Typical 

examples in this group are the lock screen 

motion in iOS14 (Figure 19), where the 

user is prompted by the motion of the lock 

graphic to know success or failure in 

unlocking. Another example is the macOS 

Big Sur. The user removes the extension 

from the toolbar to trigger a motion that 

indicates that the extension has been 

removed by simulating the dust raised by 

something being cleaned up in the real 

world. In these cases, these benefits can be 

obtained by using metaphor, which, first of 

all, helps users, especially first-time users, 

understand what they are doing. Imagine if 

there was no remove motion in macOS, 

and a first-time user mistakenly deletes 

the extension, then the icon disappears, 

but the user may not notice it or be 

confused about whether the icon has been 

removed or moved to another location. In 

addition, giving feedback through 

metaphor also reduces the cost of user 

error and allows them to quickly notice 

and correct any unintended activation that 

occurs. Finally, receiving feedback 

immediately after an action is operated 

also meets the user's expectation that they 

will receive confirmation whether the 

action was performed successfully or not.

  Metaphors enhance the brand 

expression


According to the results of the affinity 

diagram, most metaphors served as 

enhancers of the brand expression in the 

collected cases. A good case in point is the 

motion design of HarmonyOS. Introducing 

the source domain of celestial motion in 

the operating system allows users to feel 

systematic and fun while waiting for 

loading, downloading, and device pairing. 

Meanwhile, because the Chinese name of 

Huawei's HarmonyOS is 鸿蒙 (pinyin: 

Hóngméng), which is a traditional Chinese 

concept of the universe. The ancient 

Chinese believed that before heaven and 

earth were opened up (formed), there was 

a chaotic mass of energy, and this natural 

energy was called Hongmeng. Therefore, it 

is very appropriate to introduce the 

metaphor of celestial movements in such a 

brand context. Another case is Flipboard, 

whose dynamic language is more direct 

and obvious. Using the physical board as 

the source domain creates a unique user 

experience and deepens the user's 

impression of the brand with the motion of 

flip. When metaphors play the role of 

brand expression enhancer in motion, it 

not only increases the brand recognition 

but also enhances the fun of operation, and 

in some scenarios such as loading and 

downloading, metaphors also help reduce 

the waiting time in the user's perception 

and improves the user experience.
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  Metaphors form the idiom paradigm


The last affinity group consists of 4 cases 

belonging to the orientational metaphor. In 

2.1 Previous Research on Visual Metaphor, 

we knew that Alan Cooper presents three 

dominant paradigms in software user 

interfaces: technology, metaphor, and 

idiom. The orientational metaphor cases 

we found in this study are very close to the 

idiom paradigm. As we know, in some 

cases, humans can quickly master 

learning and memorizing idioms without 

relying on comparing them to known 

situations or understanding the principles 

behind them. This is also true for 

orientational metaphors in the user 

interface, because interaction principles 

such as “up for send” and 

“counterclockwise for time decrease” are 

specified so that users can quickly become 

familiar with these default rules, and when 

users encounter a similar orientational 

metaphor in another interface system, 

they can quickly understand it without the 

need for further comprehension and 

comparison in their minds.
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5. CONCLUSION


AND DISCUSSION

CHAPTER 5



Based on a qualitative analysis of nearly 90 

motion cases, I found that motions are 

used in many different interaction 

scenarios. In other words, motion-related 

metaphors may have been used in user 

interface motion for a long while. However, 

it still lacks discussion in academia. 

Through a literature review and qualitative 

research, this thesis provides answers to 

the three research questions raised in the 

opening chapter.

First and foremost, a set of criteria to 

define a motion-related metaphor was 

proposed in the 4.3.1 Demarcation section. 

With the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, 

Forcevill’s three-part definition, and the 

standard visualization concept, a set of 

criteria was established to test whether a 

UI motion contains a metaphor or not. 

Since the metaphor concept is subjective, 

the definitions and classifications 

summarized in this thesis are open to 

more discussion. Hopefully, it can provide 

a possible reference for subsequent 

research on the motion-related metaphor 

from the perspective of interaction design. 

Moreover, the results of 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 

revealed that motion-related metaphors 

are not uncommon to see in different 

interaction scenarios, from operating 

systems to applications and websites, from 

computers to mobile devices. Meanwhile, 

the 4.4 Affinity Diagram results showed 

that motion-related metaphors could be 

used for different purposes. 

In the affinity diagram, four different roles 

that metaphors may play in the dynamic 

design of an interface are categorized: 

metaphors as hints that suggest user how 

to operate, metaphors give feedback on 

operation status, metaphors enhance the 

brand expression, and metaphors form the 

idiom paradigm. Besides, this analysis also 

illustrates the advantages that a motion-

related metaphor may play in the user 

experience. When the metaphor serves as 

a hint to suggest the operation, it can help 

users reduce the cost of learning, 

especially those unfamiliar with the 

interface. In some situations, metaphors 

can give feedback about the instruction 

being executed by the digital device, thus 

reducing users’ cost of making mistakes in 

case anything goes wrong. Besides, the 

feedback also helps users understand their 

operation, especially for first-time users, 

5.1 Conclusion

5.1.1 contribution of this research

(1)  How are metaphors used in 

user interface motions?

(2) What roles do these 

metaphors play in the motion of 

user interfaces?
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such feedback meets their expectations. In 

addition, some well-designed metaphors 

used in motions can help brands improve 

their recognition and thus their business 

competitiveness. Meanwhile, some 

metaphors can add interest to the user 

interface so that users are not bored while 

the computer is reacting to the command, 

thus improving the user experience.


Regarding this contribution, more future 

research visions of the motion-related 

metaphor will be discussed in section 5.2.

In the case study section, I analyze each 

motion case's source and target domains 

that may contain metaphors, categorize 

the motion cases in terms of conceptual 

metaphors, and identify the role of motion 

effects in metaphor. Meanwhile, I selected 

some of the representative cases for 

presentation. In the analysis process, I 

found that when metaphors are used in 

motion, they can sometimes positively 

affect the user experience. However, 

designers need to be aware that the use of 

motion can be a burden on the system 

compared to static effects and can even 

cause slight lag or degradation in some 

devices. Thus, designers should weigh the 

advantages and disadvantages of using 

motion in a sensible way. At the same time, 

it is also necessary to pay attention to the 

abuse and misuse of metaphors, for 

instance, the excessive use of desk 

metaphor in Microsoft Bob, which was 

launched by Microsoft in 1995 and 

discontinued in early 1996.


From the case study, a typical example I 

collected is HarmonyOS. Unlike several 

other well-known operating systems, 

HarmonyOS designers have made a bold 

attempt to use metaphors throughout the 

operating system. For it has not been 

launched for a long time, it is hard to give a 

judgment on this approach yet. However, it 

does provide us insights into the use of 

metaphor in an extensive system. It should 

be systematic, consistent with the brand, 

easy to understand the selected source 

domain. At the same time, to ensure that 

the new motion that may appear in 

subsequent iterations of the system can 

also become metaphorical, it is necessary 

to consider the extensibility of the source 

domain of the metaphor. For example, in 

the case of HarmonyOS, celestial 

movement is a good example of 

extensibility because in addition to the 

solar eclipse, star capture, black hole 

destruction, there are abundant other 

examples of celestial movements to learn 

from, such as the Big Bang, stellar collapse, 

and the extensibility offer the possibilities 

to make the new motion metaphorical.

(3) What should be noted when 

using metaphors?
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Moreover, this study shows that the theory 

of conceptual metaphor is also applicable 

in motion-related metaphors. According to 

the symmetric object alignment (SOA) 

theory, there are two kinds of factors that 

can establish a metaphoric relation: 

object-constitutive factors (like size, shape, 

and color) and object-depictment factors 

(like perspective and orientation). As a 

complement, this study finds the 

possibility of constructing metaphors from 

the motion perspective.


Nowadays, many motion designs in user 

interfaces include metaphors. However, 

existing guidelines are almost framed in 

terms of how motions are made and rarely 

address why motions are used in this way. 

By filling this research gap, this study 

demonstrates that proper use of metaphor 

has a positive impact on user experience, 

thus bringing more researchers' attention 

to this neglected area. Motion designers 

can proactively think about metaphors 

when designing motion effects.

This study provides fundamental research 

on the intersection of dynamic design and 

visual metaphor, yet there are still many 

limitations. The definition of motion-

related metaphors needs to be improved, 

and when it comes to the case analysis, the 

judgment of some metaphors is subjective. 

In order to obtain more accurate 

conclusions of qualitative analysis, the 

theoretical research on motion-related 

metaphors needs to be further 

strengthened in the future. This study 

collected a sufficiently large sample, which 

is nearly ninety. However, the analysis may 

not have been careful enough for some 

samples. Also, during the collection of 

cases, the material sources were labeled 

and categorized, but this categorization 

was not adequately utilized in subsequent 

studies.


As for the research content, this thesis 

focuses on the feasibility and possible 

functions of the motion-related metaphor 

but lacks research on the effectiveness. 

The metaphor that plays the same function 

may cause different effects in different 

design scenarios, and this thesis lacks 

discussion of this part.

5.2 Discussion
5.2.1 limitations
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Performing affinity diagram analysis on 

the collected dynamic cases, we learned 

that the motion-related metaphor has 

various roles in the user interface, such as 

serving as a prompt for the following 

action or as feedback for the previous 

action. In subsequent studies, user tests 

can be conducted on different functions to 

see the usability of the metaphor's 

functions. 


Besides, we need to consider that a specific 

role played by motion-related metaphors 

in the interface may have different effects 

for different groups of people. For 

example, as a metaphor for prompting, it 

may have different effects when applied to 

an interface designed for children and to 

one designed for the elderly. And this is 

another possible research direction.


As I stated in the Limitation section, the 

sources of metaphor collection have been 

labeled and categorized, but subsequent 

studies have lacked adequate use of this 

categorization. Future studies are 

supposed to also look at different kinds of 

interfaces and investigate the differences 

in the application of motion-related 

metaphors in different interaction 

scenarios.

5.2.2 Future research and 

recommendations

In addition, this study demonstrates the 

prevalence of motion-related metaphors in 

user interfaces and reveals that these 

metaphors have different functions, but 

what is not discussed in this thesis is 

which motion-related metaphors are 

particularly effective and which are 

optional in different application scenarios, 

and this is also a direction worthy of 

continued research.


Moreover, now that we know that using 

metaphors in the user interface brings 

benefits, and an interface designer decides 

to adopt a metaphorical approach to 

designing motion effects, it is important to 

understand what to look for when 

choosing a metaphor, including what 

metaphor to choose and how to find the 

connection between the target domain and 

the source domain. This study mainly 

summarizes the advantages of metaphor 

in user interface motion, and its 

disadvantages need to be discussed in-

depth in future studies. Hopefully, with 

more researchers study this area, the 

motion-related metaphor can become an 

efficient method in the interaction design 

field one day.
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APPENDIX A

A-1



APPENDIX B

B-1

complete spreadsheet:


https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02

iOS 14

macOS Big Sur

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02


APPENDIX B

B-2

complete spreadsheet:


https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02

data recording in 4.3 Motion Case Categorization

Windows 10

Harmony0S

Instagram & Airbnb

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02


APPENDIX B

B-3

complete spreadsheet:


https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02

data recording in 4.3 Motion Case Categorization

Dropbox & Flipboard & Wechat Read & Small Universe

Google Home & Facebook Viewpoint

illo studio & waaark studio & llashopstudio

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1GOaosKqht0EDlkzUk6poZON_q88U0a02
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